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Review of Dynamic Task Allocation Methods for UAV Swarms
Oriented to Ground Targets
Qiang Peng, Husheng Wu*, and Ruisong Xue
Abstract: Dynamic task allocation of unmanned aerial vehicle swarms for ground targets is an important part of
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) swarms task planning and the key technology to improve autonomy. The
realization of dynamic task allocation in UAV swarms for ground targets is very difficult because of the large
uncertainty of swarms, the target and environment state, and the high real-time allocation requirements. Hence,
dynamic task allocation of UAV swarms oriented to ground targets has become a key and difficult problem in
the field of mission planning. In this work, a dynamic task allocation method for UAV swarms oriented to ground
targets is comprehensively and systematically summarized from two aspects: the establishment of an allocation
model and the solution of the allocation model. First, the basic concept and trigger scenario are introduced.
Second, the research status and the advantages and disadvantages of the two allocation models are analyzed.
Third, the research status and the advantages and disadvantages of several common dynamic task allocation
algorithms, such as the algorithm based on market mechanisms, intelligent optimization algorithm, and
clustering algorithm, are evaluated. Finally, the specific problems of the current UAV swarm dynamic task
allocation method for ground targets are highlighted, and future research directions are established. This work
offers important reference significance for fully understanding the current situation of UAV swarm dynamic task
allocation technology.
Key words: unmanned aerial vehicle swarm; ground target; dynamic; task allocation; research status
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Introduction

A single unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) cannot easily
complete tasks with increasing complexity; hence, the
cooperation of UAV swarms is important[1]. In this
context, UAV swarm task planning has emerged at a
historic moment. UAV swarm task allocation is a vital
improve autonomy. As shown in Fig. 1 , the task
allocation of UAV swarms involves assigning optimal
plans to each UAV[2] by referring to the tasks that

UAV swarms can complete while satisfying relevant
constraint requirements; the goal is to realize the
maximum benefits with a minimum cost. According to
the certainty of the assignment environment, the task
assignment of UAV swarms to ground targets can be
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UAV swarm task allocation.
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divided into two types: static and dynamic task
assignments. In static task allocation, the swarm state is
determined, and the location of the target is known and
fixed; thus, the allocation is relatively simple. In
dynamic task allocation, the swarm state, target
location, and environment are constantly changing.
Therefore, dynamic task allocation is more difficult to
implement than static task allocation. This difference
can be explained as follows: First, the environment
changes rapidly, and the tasks are complex and diverse.
These factors greatly increase the difficulty of the
model establishment. Second, dynamic task allocation
involves a large number of constraint indicators, such
as task balance, damage cost, flight distance,
consumption cost, and target income. It is an NP-hard
problem and requires timeliness for the algorithm.
Third, cluster dynamic task allocation requires good
real-time communication within the cluster, but the
communication capability of UAVs is very limited[3].
Finally, UAV swarms are heterogeneous UAVs with
different uses, loads, and mission capabilities and are
thus difficult to coordinate. Nevertheless, as one of the
key issues in the collaborative operation of UAV
swarms, dynamic task assignment[4] is a hot, important,
and difficult problem in the field of task planning[5],
and it has been widely studied by many scholars in
recent years.
The main purpose of the dynamic allocation of UAV
swarms for ground targets is to reasonably allocate
effective task sequences to UAVs according to the
current situation of the ground battlefield under various
constraints, such as task type, time sequence, and UAV
combat capability and payload, so as to achieve the
optimal or suboptimal overall combat effectiveness.
Therefore, the dynamic task allocation problem of
UAV swarms oriented to ground targets is a
combinatorial optimization NP problem under multiple
constraints[6]. The key to solving the problem is to
establish and solve the dynamic task allocation model.

2
2.1

Dynamic Task Allocation Model
Problem description

The dynamic task allocation problem is a combinatorial
optimization problem that needs to be solved quickly.
It not only requires a satisfactory allocation scheme but
also ensures rapid allocation and good stability so as to
realize rapid emergency response. The dynamic task
allocation problem is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which the
left portion is the task execution sequence in the initial

Dynamic
task allocation

UAV

Fig. 2

Initial target

New target

Dynamic task assignment problem.

stage while the right portion is the task execution
sequence after dynamic task allocation.
2.2

Dynamic task allocation trigger scenario

After the UAV swarm is preallocated, each UAV is
assigned to a task that needs to be performed. {T n , V}
represents the task environment at a certain moment in
the task execution process, with T n representing the
task set that is not assigned and V = {(V1 , T 1 ) , (V2 , T 2 ) , · · · ,
(Vm , T m )} indicating that m UAVs are performing the
assigned tasks. In the latter, T i denotes the tasks
assigned to Vi (1 ⩽ i ⩽ m) that have not been completed.
The dynamic task allocation of the UAV swarm is
driven by unexpected situations that cause the ongoing
program to be unable to continue. Emergencies are the
triggering conditions for dynamic task allocation.
Given the uncertainty of the mission environment,
UAV swarms encounter many emergencies during
mission execution. These emergencies can be
summarized as follows.
2.2.1 Discover new tasks
If a new task T X appears during task execution (see
Fig. 3), then task T X is added to the unassigned task set
according to Eq. (1):
T n′ = T n ∪ T X

2.2.2

(1)

UAV failure

The mission environment and UAV swarm face many
uncertain factors, and the UAV may fail to execute the
mission (see Fig. 4 ). When UAV Vi (1 ⩽ i ⩽ m) fails,
according to Eqs. (2) and (3), its unfinished tasks are
added to the unassigned task set.

2.2.3

V ′ = V − {Vi , T i }

(2)

T n′ = T n ∪ T i

(3)

Task update

In the process of task execution, the position of the task
to be executed may change (see Fig. 5); hence, this task
is added to the unallocated task set when a large
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difference exists between the changed task position and
the original task position.
2.3

New target

Discovery of new tasks.

Fig. 4

UAV
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Establishment of the dynamic task allocation
model

The common models of UAV swarm task allocation
include the multiple traveling salesman problem[7],

Published by Tsinghua University Press: Journals Publishing, 2021

vehicle routing problem[8], mixed integer linear
programming[9], generalized assignment problem[10],
dynamic network flow optimization[11], and
collaborative task allocation model[12]. As these
classical task allocation models need to obtain all taskrelated information in the initial stage of task
allocation, they cannot easily meet the needs of real-
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time dynamic task allocation in the current uncertain
task
environment.
Therefore,
scholars
have
comprehensively studied dynamic task allocation
models and achieved certain results. From the scope of
dynamic adjustment, the dynamic task allocation model
of UAV swarms oriented to ground targets can be
divided into global dynamic allocation models and
local dynamic allocation models.
2.3.1 Global dynamic allocation models
Global dynamic allocation is similar to the overall
hierarchical task allocation before collaborative task
execution. The main purpose of this method is to make
the task allocation scheme tend to be globally optimal.
However, the redistribution of unfinished tasks
inevitably leads to a large amount of calculation and a
long allocation time, especially when the scale of the
problem to be solved is too large, the solution time may
be too long, and promptness is difficult to guarantee.
Shima et al.[13] proposed the cooperative multiple task
assignment problem (CMTAP) for UAVs. In Ref. [14],
the CMTAP was improved, and an extended
cooperative multitask assignment model was
established after considering the difference between
UAV mission capabilities and dynamic task time
constraints; however, the constraints of the model, such
as the volume of ammunition constraints, were not
fully considered. In Ref. [15], a dynamic weapon target
assignment (WTA) model was proposed with
consideration of the multistage cooperative attack
problem of two sides in the time dimension on the
premise that a weapon’s target values for both sides
have been obtained; in addition, the dynamic
cooperative attack process was simplified into a twostage static WTA process, which effectively described
the complex cooperative attack problem. In Ref. [16],
dynamic task allocation was transformed into
multistage static task allocation, and a dynamic
reconnaissance resource allocation model for multiple
UAVs was constructed. The model can improve the
overall
efficiency
of
multi-UAV
dynamic
reconnaissance tasks and meet the needs of dynamic
reconnaissance task allocation in large-scale UAV
swarm operations. In Ref. [17], a prior information
transfer model of multiple UAVs was constructed on
the basis of agent modeling language; the model shows
the visual modeling method, reduces the decisionmaking time and communication load of systems, and
improves the real-time attack efficiency of the
formation. In Ref. [18], a maximum coverage control

algorithm for the stochastic orientation problem with a
time window was proposed. On the basis of the
traveling salesman model, the sudden time sensitive
target situation and task execution time were
considered to realize time sensitive task allocation.
2.3.2 Local dynamic allocation model
To reduce the complexity of a problem to be solved,
the method of local dynamic allocation focuses on the
characteristics of the task at hand and the UAV, groups
the task and UAV accordingly, and then solves the task
allocation problem within the task regroup. It then
takes the result of the minimum cost increase after the
group scheme combination as the group task
redistribution scheme. The purpose of this method is to
derive a feasible case quickly, but the case obtained
may not be optimal. Given the task resource constraints
of UAV swarms, cases are grouped according to the
principle of “the shortest distance and optimal time”. In
Ref. [19], the dynamic task allocation of multiple
UAVs with unexpected new tasks was studied, and the
state information description model of UAVs executing
tasks was constructed. This model groups tasks and
UAVs accordingly and reduces the scale of task
allocation, time, and communication complexity. In
Ref. [20], a multibase and multi-UCAV task allocation
model was constructed with consideration of task
revenue, task load, and task execution time. When new
tasks and platform losses occur, the local adjustment of
dynamic tasks can improve the efficiency of task
allocation and enhance platform stability. In Ref. [21],
which aimed at the cooperative dynamic task allocation
problem of multiple UAVs, the optimization indexes of
minimizing target strike time and alliance size were
taken as the optimization indexes, and the constraints
of satisfying simultaneous strike and resource
requirements were taken as the constraints. The
alliance building model was established, but the
influence of communication constraints, such as
communication distance and communication time
delay, was ignored. Moreover, the coalition formation
method requires further improvement. Sampedro et
al.[22] proposed a universal global and single-agent
dynamic allocation architecture, which supports realtime online task adjustment with global planning and
local adjustment strategies. In Ref. [23], a task
allocation model for multiple UAVs based on an
interval information environment was constructed
according to uncertain information, such as the revenue
damage cost index, target value, and range cost index.
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In Ref. [24], a multibase UAV grouping task allocation
model was established to solve the problem of dynamic
task allocation under different burst conditions; the
study pointed out that the UAV grouping task
allocation based on a clustering criterion can also be
considered in dynamic task allocation. In Ref. [25], the
constraints such as communication distance and time
delay were fully considered, and a local task allocation
model for cases in which heterogeneous clusters found
new targets was established; the results showed
improved system efficiency.

3

Solution of Dynamic Task Assignment

The real-time, high dynamic, and NP-hard
characteristics of the dynamic task allocation problem
bring great challenges to the solution. Therefore, an
efficient method should be identified to solve the task
allocation problem. In evaluating the advantages and
disadvantages of the dynamic task allocation method,
the main considerations are solving speed and
feasibility. At present, many techniques can be used to
solve the problem of UAV swarm dynamic task
allocation for ground targets, and the most common
ones include the intelligent optimization algorithm,
market mechanism-based algorithm, and clustering
algorithm[26].
3.1

Algorithm based on market mechanisms

The algorithm based on market mechanisms is one of
the most popular methods to solve the problem of
dynamic task allocation. In this method, each UAV can
be responsible for multiple tasks at the same time, and
each UAV in the swarm does not need to know its
capabilities in advance and can thus achieve rapid task
allocation in a dynamic uncertain environment.
However, the UAV swarm adopts an explicit
communication mode, which is highly dependent on
communication status. When the scale of the UAV
swarm is large, system communication obviously
affects the efficiency of task allocation. As the
distribution result is related to the internal mechanism
of the algorithm, the quality of the solution is difficult
to guarantee and evaluate. The common methods based
on market mechanisms mainly include the auction
algorithm[27, 28] and contract net protocol (CNP)[29].
3.1.1 Auction algorithm
The auction algorithm is an important algorithm for
solving the task allocation problem in a dynamic
environment[27]. An auction consists of a UAV,
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mission, revenue function, and cost. The main idea of
the algorithm is to imitate the specific auction process
and assign a task to a UAV by bidding. The UAV with
the highest bidding gets the task. The auction algorithm
has the advantages of clear rules and easy operation. As
UAV bidding must be delivered to the auctioneer in
some way, information delay may occur, and the task
allocation results may not be optimal if the operations
are not in the same network. Aiming at the
shortcomings of the auction algorithm, scholars have
made considerable improvements, which have been
successfully applied to the task allocation problem of
UAVs, robots, and other agents[30−33]. In Ref. [34],
which aimed at the real-time allocation of dynamic
tasks, a new algorithm for calculating the competitive
values of UAVs was proposed; the proposed algorithm
can reduce the messages transmitted between UAVs.
An agent-based allocation mechanism rooted in the
auction process (including a design for three types of
agents and the cooperation mechanism among different
agents) and a new agent-based real-time task allocation
algorithm were proposed to solve the real-time
allocation of dynamic tasks. In Ref. [35], the
distributed cooperative auction algorithm based on
multiple agents was used to study the task reallocation
problem, and task reallocation for cases involving new
targets was simulated; the results were found to be
satisfactory. The reallocation was only performed
within a formation. However, no research has explored
the reallocation between formations and the
reallocation of a single UAV. In addition, the
evaluation of tasks and action plans in single-machine
task allocation and task allocation with consideration of
uncertain factors require further study. Reference [36]
improved the distributed auction mechanism and
designed the decentralized layered auction algorithm.
Each UCAV participating in an attack was called the
main layer, and each UCAV carrying a missile was
called the sublayer. Before bidding, each UCAV
generated the overall bidding sequence. The UCAVs
then proceeded to bid. Each missile corresponding to a
UCAV was regarded as a separate agent, and a bidding
queue was established. Each agent auctioned in turn
and constructed all possible target attack schemes.
Each agent selected its own “optimal” scheme. A round
of bidding was completed until all UCAVs were
allocated. In Ref. [37], a sequential auction mechanism
based on supervision was proposed to deal with two
types of unexpected situations: new UAV and damaged
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UAV. The auction efficiency function and the process
of sequential auction redistribution algorithm were
analyzed and designed. The results addressed the
defects of the original algorithm, including its failure to
realize task migration in the absence of an auctioneer
and auction multiple tasks simultaneously.
3.1.2 Contract net protocol
The CNP is a negotiation-oriented task allocation
method[38], which adopts the mechanism of
“tendering–bidding–winning–signing”; it is widely
used in studies aiming to solve military problems[39−43].
In the dynamic allocation of UAV swarms, when a
UAV cannot deal with a current task or meets a new
task, it releases bidding information; other UAVs bid,
negotiate, and compete with one another to realize the
dynamic allocation and adjustment of tasks. When
solving the dynamic task allocation problem, the
algorithm exhibits good fault tolerance and strong
expansibility, and it can quickly adjust the allocation
scheme. However, given the limited grasp of battlefield
information of decision-makers, the quality of solutions
is difficult to guarantee. In Ref. [44], a new optimal
task allocation method with improved CNP was
proposed on the basis of the multiagent system (MAS)
and CNP; the proposed method realizes dynamic task
allocation according to environment changes and
improves the cooperation ability and efficiency
between UAVs. Reference [45] proposed a multiUCAV distributed task allocation method on the basis
of an extended contract network. Considering that the
traditional contract network easily falls into local
optimization, the study extended the types of contract
networks. Four contract types were comprehensively
adopted: sales contract, exchange contract, replacement
contract, and cluster contract. In view of the low
negotiation efficiency of the traditional contract
network, the transaction mechanism of contract
networks was extended to support multiple transactions
in one auction. This method reduces the
communication time of UCAVs in the negotiation
process, improves the negotiation efficiency of contract
networks, and provides ideas for dynamic solutions. In
Ref. [46], which aimed to address the low efficiency of
the task assignment algorithm of traditional contract
networks in a dynamic environment, the task allocation
method in a traditional contract network was improved
by introducing the indicators of task trust and load
balance, which can increase system revenue and reduce
the time required to complete tasks in an MAS.

However, the study assumed that the decomposed task
could be completed by a single agent independently. In
an actual system, some cases cannot be completed by a
single agent alone, and the actual task situation can be
increasingly complex. In Ref. [47], the problem of
cooperative search and simultaneous attack of
reconnaissance/attack UAV groups against multiple
targets was studied. With consideration of the track
cost and UAV resource constraints, a task allocation
algorithm for maximum system efficiency in a realtime environment was proposed on the basis of the
CNP. A contract net algorithm based on concurrency
was proposed in Ref. [48]. The algorithm auctions
multiple tasks simultaneously and selects high-quality
bidders. This algorithm deals with all types of
emergencies in task execution quickly and effectively,
improves
negotiation
efficiency,
reduces
communication loads, and effectively meets the needs
of dynamic task allocation. In Ref. [49], which
considered static and dynamic obstacles, the contract
net algorithm was used to reallocate a task after a UAV
crash; the proposed algorithm can efficiently complete
the task reallocation of multiple heterogeneous UAVs
with minimum total cost. In Ref. [50], which aimed at
the problems of low resource utilization and low
efficiency of task allocation in traditional contract net
algorithms, a task allocation method for multiple UAVs
based on an improved contract net algorithm was
proposed. The method adds time and cooperation
conditions to the task information in the contract and
sends the task to the UAV in the form of broadcast.
UAVs bid with time, cooperation, and flight distance as
constraints. The task manager selects the optimal
allocation method by collecting and comparing the bids
of UAVs so as to realize the task allocation for multiUAV cooperation. This method solves the problem of
unreasonable task allocation and improves the
efficiency of task allocation and execution.
3.2

Intelligent optimization algorithm

The intelligent optimization algorithm is a type of
random search method inspired by natural phenomena
or social behavior[51, 52] . This algorithm has strong
generality, good robustness, and fast solving speed.
Therefore, it is widely used to solve the dynamic task
allocation of UAV swarms. In particular, evolutionary
computation and swarm intelligence algorithms are
applicable to large-scale and nonlinear problems.
3.2.1 Evolutionary computation
Evolutionary computation is aimed at searching for
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optimal solutions by simulating the biological
evolution process proposed by Darwin. In the task
allocation stage, different behaviors are used to
perform the dynamic allocation of different tasks on the
basis of evolutionary computation so as to optimize the
overall allocation. The representative algorithm of
evolutionary computation is the genetic algorithm
(GA), which is widely used in UAV task allocation[53, 54].
However, as the number of iterations required to
produce the chromosomes satisfying specific
conditions increases, the optimization time increases
exponentially with the increase of the scale; hence,
achieving large-scale dynamic task allocation is
difficult. In Ref. [55], multiobjective optimization and
evolutionary computation were combined to achieve
time-sensitive target assignment. However, in the
process of multiple operations, the search space was
not fully explored, thereby leading to the premature
convergence of the evolutionary process and the failure
to find the best solution. In Ref. [56], a dynamic
programming model for a single task type with a small
feasible solution scale was studied on the basis of the
GA. Through preassignment, target redistribution was
performed when the strike was unsuccessful or when
new targets appeared. However, the algorithm is
limited to the same numbers of UAVs and targets, and
it is not suitable for complex assignment problems. In
Ref. [57], under the background of the heterogeneous
multi-UAV cooperative execution of the suppression of
energy air defenses, a distributed GA was used to solve
the problem of multi-UAV agent cooperative task
allocation. The core of the proposed algorithm is the
parallel processing of the basic GA. Multiple basic
GAs are dispersed to each UAV. Its fitness function
and selection process are consistent with the basic GA.
The proposed algorithm shows good applicability in
complex task scenarios and is easily understood. In
Ref. [58], a GA based on matrix coding was proposed
to solve the timing problem of task allocation; the
proposed method has good task allocation efficiency,
but the time interval between tasks was not considered
in the model.
3.2.2 Swarm intelligence algorithm
Inspired by the behavior of biological groups in nature,
the swarm intelligence algorithm refers to the
formation of multiple individuals representing
candidate solutions that form a group and achieve the
purpose of optimization through information
interaction between part of all. The use of iterative
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optimization based on the swarm intelligence algorithm
to determine the best scheme of dynamic task
allocation takes a long time and involves a single task
type. Hence, the algorithm is usually used in the
distribution process with little change in environmental
information. The commonly used swarm intelligence
algorithms mainly include ant colony optimization[59]
and particle swarm optimization (PSO)[60]. Reference
[61] proposed a real-time dynamic algorithm on the
basis of chaotic PSO by adding chaos initialization and
anytime response capability to the basic PSO algorithm
to solve the dynamic target allocation problem in the
process of a missile cooperative attack. The algorithm
exhibits real-time dynamic characteristics, including
the capability of handling unexpected targets and
responding to the current battlefield state at any time.
However, the convergence speed of the algorithm is
slow, the complexity and fuzziness of the battlefield
environment are high, and the real-time requirements
are difficult to realize; hence, the algorithm often
performs poorly. In Ref. [62], the dynamic task
allocation problem in swarm air combat was
decomposed into a game problem between single
UAVs by using dynamic game theory, and the
predator–prey PSO algorithm was proposed to solve
the problem. However, this method is only suitable for
small-scale swarm operations, and it cannot easily deal
with the problem of large-scale swarm confrontation.
Combining the advantages and disadvantages of PSO
and the bacterial foraging algorithm, a hybrid bacterial
foraging algorithm was proposed in Ref. [63] to solve
the dynamic task allocation problem of multiple
UCAVs. To ensure the quality of the solution and meet
real-time requirements, Ref. [64] explored a real-time
task allocation method based on a centralized
algorithm, used PSO to solve specific task allocation
problems, designed a particle 0-1 coding method and a
correction method for nonstandard particles, and
achieved good results. However, the study only
considered the case in which the target is static and
thus suffers some limitations. Reference [65] proposed
a hybrid genetic ant colony algorithm on the basis of
the rapid iteration of the GA, the positive feedback
information of the ant colony algorithm, and the
distributed solution; then, the dynamic task allocation
of the agent was optimized. The algorithm has the
advantages of fast search speed, strong global
optimization ability, effectiveness in dynamic task
allocation, and good performance in terms of timeliness
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and accuracy.
3.3

Clustering algorithm

The clustering algorithm is a target task classification
method that takes a task as a cluster to cluster, reveals
the correlation and difference between tasks, and
achieves task allocation by meeting the consistency of
the number of task clusters and UAVs. Distance
clustering is usually used in UAV task allocation. The
k-means algorithm[66] and its related improved
algorithm are commonly used in clustering algorithms,
and they have been widely adopted in UAV
assignments. The clustering algorithm is fast, but it is
only suitable for scenes with similar tasks. Hence, it is
difficult to extend to general situations. Shi et al.[67]
proposed a multi-UAV dynamic task allocation method
on the basis of iterative self-organizing data analysis
constraint clustering. By setting threshold parameters
and dynamically merging or splitting classes, the
method can adaptively calculate the set K value and
finally obtain a task scheme that meets dynamic
requirements, which can promote the dynamic task
allocation of UAV swarms. In Ref. [68], an improved
k-means clustering algorithm was proposed for the kinitial value problem and was used to cluster and group
the “ UAV task” set; then, the task reassignment of
multiple UAVs was performed by separating and
combining the PSO algorithm within the group. This
dynamic task allocation strategy based on grouping can
obtain high revenues with a minimal time cost, but it is
difficult to be used to obtain optimal solutions at the
expense of overall interests.
3.4

Other algorithms

In addition to the aforementioned algorithms, other
algorithms have been applied to solve the dynamic
allocation of UAV swarms. Reference [69] proposed a
time-sensitive task dynamic allocation algorithm.
According to the time window change of time-sensitive
targets and the performance differences of UAVs, the
algorithm realizes the dynamic allocation of timesensitive targets and improves the overall effectiveness
of the UAV formation attacking multiple time-sensitive
targets in a battlefield environment; however, it does
not consider the adverse effects of communication
delays in the cooperative process. Reference [70]
proposed a feasible robust algorithm, which extracts
UAV
mission-related
state
parameters
into
multidimensional eigenvectors, constructs the state
parameter matrices of all UAVs within the control unit,

calculates the cosine value of the eigenvector direction,
and uses the right singular value matrix after the matrix
decomposition to sort emergency tasks under dynamic
conditions and thereby realize the priority allocation of
urgent tasks. The algorithm is simple, time-consuming,
and capable of meeting the requirements of reliability
and rapidity of combat problem solving; however, the
classification results are slightly rough. In Ref. [71], a
human intervention dynamic task allocation
mechanism was proposed; in this mechanism, the
dynamic task allocation of UAV swarms is realized by
the manual adjustment of the commander. However,
this method is time-consuming, and it cannot ensure
the stability and reliability of man–machine
communication. In Ref. [72], which aimed at the
dynamic nature of new tasks in a task space, three
dynamic allocation strategies were proposed on the
basis of the consensus-based coalition algorithm
(CBCA) for new tasks in a task space. The FR-CBCA
strategy has the best result with the longest time, the
NR-CBCA strategy has the best real-time performance
but the lowest dynamic allocation revenue value, and
the PR-CBCA strategy has high-quality planning
results and timely response to unexpected new tasks.
Tamura et al.[73] proposed a dynamic task allocation
method on the basis of multiround negotiation and
body expansion behavior. This method improves the
efficiency of task execution and reduces the computing
time and communication load. In Ref. [74], a variable
structure discrete dynamic Bayesian network reasoning
algorithm was proposed to study the task assignment
problem of UAVs in an uncertain environment.
Reference [75] obtained the acceptability level index,
central weight vector, and self-confidence factor of
different targets to be allocated through random
multiattribute acceptability analysis, which provides a
reliable basis for target allocation. This method takes
full account of the uncertainty of information, the
calculation method is simple, and the analysis results
are intuitive and concise. In Ref. [76], reinforcement
learning was applied to the task allocation of UAVs,
and a networking scheme based on an expansion
strategy was designed. On the basis of this scheme,
UAVs can improve allocation through autonomous
learning. In the study, experiments were conducted on
UAV swarms to obtain satisfactory optimization
results.
In sum, the dynamic task allocation of UAV swarms
for ground targets involves UAV swarms that are in the
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fault tolerance and poor adaptability of the model.
Second, most current research does not start from the
perspective of task allocation complexity and only
establishes general task models for task allocation
problems of different scales. This approach results in
low efficiency and poor real-time performance when
these models solve large-scale task allocation
problems. Third, the flight performance, flight distance,
flight speed, UAV damage degree, and other attributes
of UAVs in UAV swarms are not fully considered, thus
leading to the poor coordination of UAV swarms in the
mission phase.
Second, the construction of the swarm structure is
too simple. The dynamic task allocation problem is a
multiformation task allocation problem in complex and
uncertain environments. At present, most UAV swarm
systems have a small number and a single type of
aircraft. The design of the architecture and the task
allocation method do not greatly consider the
reconfigurability between UAVs in the system. With
the uncertainty of the modern battlefield environment,
the scale of UAV swarms expands, and the
autonomous decision-making ability of UAV formation
is slightly insufficient.
Finally, solution algorithms cannot easily meet realtime allocation requirements. In dynamic task
allocation, the analysis and judgment of UAV damage,
new targets, task updates, and other emergencies
should be completed within the limited operation time,
and scientific decision-making should be made to
obtain a satisfactory solution. For the dynamic
adjustment of large-scale UAV swarms, the solution
space increases, the allocation solution set increases
exponentially, and the effectiveness of the algorithms
decreases significantly. Hence, real-time and accurate
allocation is difficult to achieve.

process of executing early assigned tasks. In cases of
emergencies, such as UAV failure and mission
cancellation, the task planning results need to be
dynamically adjusted to adapt to the changes in the
environment. Thus, the dynamic task allocation
algorithm requires high real-time performance.
Combined with the relevant research at home and
abroad, this work finds that the current solution
algorithms mostly adopt methods based on market
mechanisms, intelligent optimization algorithms, and
clustering algorithms. These methods have strong
dynamics, fast solution speed, and the capability of
meeting the needs of dynamic task allocation. For
specific allocation problems, scholars have made
significant improvements to enhance existing
algorithms’ convergence speed, timeliness of
allocation, and allocation efficiency. Nevertheless, the
scale and precision of solutions still have room for
improvement. Table 1 shows the comparison results of
common dynamic task allocation algorithms.

4
4.1

Future Research Prospects
Existing problems

Although a large number of studies on the dynamic
task allocation method of UAV swarms oriented to
ground targets have contributed to the establishment
and solution of problem models, several problems
remain.
First, the constraints are oversimplified. Most
existing research regards the UAV dynamic task
allocation model as too ideal and easy to solve, and the
results greatly deviate from actual tasks. Hence,
existing methods cannot meet actual requirements. This
problem is mainly manifested in the following aspects:
First, the existing UAV swarm task allocation model
assumes that the space is two-dimensional and that the
target is static. Such assumption is a simplification of
actual application scenarios and thus leads to the low
Table 1
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4.2

Future research direction

In view of the current problems and actual task
requirements, future research can focus on the

Comparison of common dynamic task allocation algorithms.

Algorithm
Dynamism
Robustness
Auction algorithm
St
St
CNP
St
St
GA
St
St
PSO
St
M
ACO
St
St
Clustering algorithm
St
P
Note: St: strong; M: moderate; P: poor; L: large; F: fast.

Fault tolerance
St
St
St
M
St
M
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Accuracy
M
M
M
M
M
P

Applicable scale
L
M
M
L
L
M

Speed
F
F
F
F
F
F
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following three aspects.
4.2.1 Enhance the practicability of the model
First, the performance of dynamic task allocation
algorithms is closely related to their models. Only by
establishing a problem model that matches the
algorithm can the performance of the algorithm be fully
displayed.
Second,
constraints
should
be
comprehensively considered, and a realistic model
must be established to enhance the feasibility of
allocation results. Therefore, in future research, the task
allocation model should be continuously optimized to
match actual conditions.
4.2.2 Improve the performance of the algorithm
The expansion of the UAV swarm scale, the
diversification of tasks, and the high dynamic
environment inevitably lead to the growth of the task
allocation solution set. However, current algorithms
still suffer from limitations. Hence, future research
should seek to improve the performance of these
algorithms and equip UAV swarm systems with the
capabilities of autonomous computing and independent
decision-making so that they are able to meet task
requirements.
4.2.3 Explore a completely dynamic task allocation
strategy
The current dynamic task allocation is mainly based on
the idea of obtaining a portion of the target information
in advance. During emergencies, the task preallocation
scheme can be adjusted quickly. However, obtaining
information in advance is difficult. Hence, a fully
dynamic task allocation strategy should be explored in
future research.

5

Conclusion

In this work, the dynamic task allocation method of
UAV swarms for ground targets is summarized from
the aspects of model establishment and solution
method. First, the basic concept and trigger scenario of
UAV swarm dynamic task allocation are introduced.
Second, from the perspective of the dynamic
adjustment range of allocation models, they are divided
into global and local dynamic allocation models. The
research status and the advantages and disadvantages
of these allocation models are analyzed accordingly.
Then, the research status and the advantages and
disadvantages of the market mechanism based
algorithms, intelligent optimization algorithms, and
clustering algorithms are analyzed. Finally, the existing
problems and development prospects of UAV swarm

dynamic task allocation for ground targets are
summarized and analyzed. Therefore, this work
provides a good reference for future scholars to
conduct related research.
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